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Abstract 

Modelling the process of traffic flow was previously studied from different points of view and different 
mathematical methods where used to describe the same process. All authors have an agreement on basic traffic flow 
parameters like, traffic flow density, traffic flow rate or the average speed of traffic flow. Besides, a lot of different 
investigations into the use of traffic flow models to deal with various problems of engineering are carried out. 
A comparison of different continuum models has drawn that a number of scientific works were based on fluid dynamic 
theory and gas - kinetic traffic flow theory. The kinetic traffic flow theory is used in ‘microscopic’ or “macroscopic”, 
traffic flow models. 

The kinetic traffic flow theory is used in Flötteröd G., Nagel K., Ging A., Li L., Li-qun X., Prigogine I., Herman R. 
works where various approaches to the similar method are discussed. The ‘macroscopic’ theory of traffic flows also 
can be developed as the hydrodynamic theory of fluids that was first introduced by Lighthill-Whitham and Richards’s 
model. Plenty of traffic flow models are based on car–following theories supported by the analogues to Newton’s 
equation for each individual vehicle interacting in a system of vehicles on the road. Different forms of the equation of 
motion give different versions of car–following models. This work presents research of traffic flow dynamic processes, 
as nonlinear dynamic system, by using a discrete model of traffic flow (DMTF). The main variables in DMTF are 
traffic flow density and speed. DMTF can be used to describe various traffic flow situations in the roads. The 
mathematical simulation of traffic flow is made when constant value of traffic flow speed and traffic flow rate is 
entered. Numerical results of traffic flow dynamics are obtained. 
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1. Introduction  
 

Modelling of such processes like traffic flow was studied previously in different points of 
view. These views give us different varies of mathematical approach of the same process. It also 
gives us difficulties to find the right method to derive physical appearance. Different authors have 
different views to the same phenomena and take different aspects of the same problem in the first 
place. 

All authors have an agreement of basic traffic flow parameters, like traffic flow average speed, 
density or rate. 

Comparing different models, it was noticed that a lot of works were based on fluid dynamic 
continuous and kinetic traffic flow discrete theories. Kinetic traffic flow theory is used for so 
called “microscopic”, “macroscopic” or continues traffic flow models. Kinetic traffic flow theory 
is used on [5, 8-10] works. Equations of these models take different values to derive the same 
process. First time Kinetic theory was used by Prigogine [9], and his co-workers. They suggested 
an equation analogue to Boltzmann equation. This theory was criticized later by many authors like 
Pavery-Fontana or C. Tampier [11]. Pavery-Fontna noticed that Prigogine’s model has 
inaccuracies comparing modelling results and physical experiments. He suggested model with 
vehicle-desired velocity towards which its actual velocity tends. 

“Macroscopic“ theory of traffic flows can also be developed as the hydrodynamic theory of 
fluids. First time hydrodynamic theory was presented by Lighthill-Whitham and Richards model 
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[1, 3, 4, 6, 7]. They presented a one-dimensional model in analogue to fluid stream model. This 
theory was criticized by authors like Payne [11] and Daganzo, Nagatani. Nagatani proposed lattice 
method. Nagatani and Nakanishi model was taking into account that all vehicles move at the same 
time-independent speed and the same gap between vehicles. This method was improved later by 
taking next-nearest neighbour interaction into account [4]. 

A lot of traffic flow models are based on car-following theories. These theories are based on 
analogues to Newton’s equation for each individual vehicle interacting in a system of vehicles on a 
road. Different forms of equation of motion give different versions of car-following models. 
Stimulus, from which the response may occur, may be composed of the speed of vehicle, the 
difference in the speeds of leading and going after vehicle, the distance–headway, etc. 
From the car following, theories mostly known are follow-the-leader and optimal-velocity 
theories. These theories are used in literature [11, 13]. Using these methods kinetic and fluid 
dynamic models could be extended in critical points when the kinetic and fluid theory gives us 
inaccuracies comparing with experimental data. 
 
2. Mathematical model of rail and rail wheel contact 
 

The aim of this investigation is to obtain dynamic characteristics of traffic flow by using 
a discrete model of traffic flow (DMTF) [14] R.  . A discrete model of 
traffic flow was created in order to analyse the main traffic flow conditions in the city network. 

The discrete model of traffic flow uses an equation system that takes in to account two 
parameters: traffic flow density and traffic flow speed. These parameters are calculated on each 
road point and the information from the previous and the next point of some road mesh is taken 
into account (Fig. 1.). 
 

 
Fig. 1. Scheme to derive traffic flow values at each traffic line point 

 
At each point “i” equations 1 and 2 are derived. Equation one derives the variation of traffic 

flow speed and equation two derives variation of the concentration at each point i: 
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where: 
tki  – traffic flow density in the i-th point, 
tvi  – traffic flow speed in the i-th point, 

jiinp ,, , jioutp ,,  – probabilities of flow splitting or connecting at some traffic line intersecting point 
i,j 

 jiinki
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r ,,, , jiinvi
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r ,,,  – coefficients DMTF, 
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tvtktvtk iijijjijjiink ,,, ,,,,, , tvtktvtk jjiijioutk ,,,,,,  – nonlinear functions of DMTF, 

tvtktvtk iijijjijjiinv ,,, ,,,,, , tvtktvtk jjiijioutv ,,,,,,  – nonlinear functions of DMTF. 

NoutNin ,  – Line numbers that incoming or outgoing the ith point, respectively. 
Vehicle quantity at each road element is: 

 

j

i

x

x
eauto dxxkN , , (3) 

where: 

jix ,  – traffic line element boundary points, 
jik ,  – traffic flow density at boundary points. 
The total number automobiles in the road are: 
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e
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1
, , (4) 

where: Ne  – number of road elements. 
  
3. Numerical results of traffic flow dynamics  
 

Traffic flow movement in a road with one lane is analysed, when in the beginning and the end 
of a road, side conditions (Fig. 2) are known. Traffic light operates in one point of a road. Traffic 
flow parameter (traffic density and traffic flow speed) changes in time and every point of road are 
determined by using DMTF.  

This method tries to show the effectiveness of the created DMTF, when modelling the 
complicated traffic flow dynamics. 

 
Fig. 2. Structure of one way road part creation 

 
 

Node 31 is the node where a traffic light signal is entered as the function of time. The traffic 
light switching cycle is shown in the Fig. 3. The period of switching is equal 90 second. 
 

 

Fig. 3. The traffic light switching cycle 
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The number of points is 51 (50 elements); length of road is mL 5000  (Fig. 2).  
Boundary conditions at the first and final points are: 

 Traffic flow rate: sautoqtxq in /25.1,0 sautoqtLxq out /25.1, , 

 Traffic flow velocity: hkmsmvtxv in /45/5.12),0( , hkmsmvtLxv out /45/5.12),( . 

Initial conditions of variables: smtvi /5.120 ; mautotki /05.00 ; 51,...,1i . 
Integration time step is 01.0t  s. 
Changes of traffic flow parameters in time and road are shown in Fig. 4. 

 

a)  b)  

c)  

Fig. 4. Change of traffic flow density (a), speed (b) and traffic flow rate (c) upon time 
 

The total number of automobiles in the road is shown in the Fig. 5. 
 

 
Fig. 5. Change of total number automobiles upon time 
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Conclusions 
 

The developed discrete model of traffic flow allows the consideration of traffic flow, as 
a dynamic system and to assess rapidly changing driving conditions. Using the created DMTF, 
traffic flow parameter (traffic flow density, traffic flow speed and traffic flow rate) changes in time 
and space are obtained. With the traffic-light working with a switching period of 90 s, traffic flow 
density, traffic flow speed and traffic flow rate change at the same period and with a certain delay, 
which depends on road coordinates. By using this method, it is possible to model traffic flows with 
variable side and starting conditions, evaluating road geometry, allowed traffic flow density and 
traffic flow speed values. The mathematical experiment results are similar to experimental 
measuring data and behave normally in the points near traffic-lights. 
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